
Great!  This is the ultimate --- 
why hint at greatness if you can give it to them in a blow?
(Rachel Mayo)
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Been looking at your work more 
carefully and I must confess. . . 
I LOVE IT!!!  I am usually not so 

complimentary. The photos are very 
distinctive and full of energy. 

Your paintings are also wonderful, 
so playful.
(Tsi Wang)
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I went to your web site also.
I read and looked for about 10 minutes 
then I got bored and moved on.
(Robert Clark)
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I must say, you are one strange, 
demented individual. And I mean 
that in the best possible way. :-)
Obviously, you have no hang-ups 
whatsoever about acting your age; 
in fact, immaturity may be your best 
asset. Go for it -- there are far too 
many adults in this world!
(Katrina Lagman)
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I think you're full of SHIT, and 
I've been dying to tell you that 
for some time now, but I 
haven't found the right 
moment till now.
(Richard “Dickstock” Jones)
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Andy Maluche’s art in diverse media 
– from sculpture, painting, cartoon, 
photography, writing, design, 
cyberspace and perhaps, 
masturbation --- speak of a colorful 
world that addresses social issues in 
a language that is accessible to 
everyone: humor. His forms are 
usually bold, rounded, bright and 
cheerful creatures (not unlike their 
creator – Andy, who is also bold, 
rounded, bright and cheerful ) seen 
in theatrical poses amidst common 
everyday situations.

His art-in-progress, daily images on 
the web, reflections of his various 
artistic concerns, editorializes and 
philosophizes life seen from the mind 
of a humorist. Maluche is one of a 
number of contemporary artists who 
use humor to convey ideas about the 
world and the human condition that 
may fall under the artistic idiom of 
Social Realism, a figurative 
representation of issues relating to 
the common people and to social 
concerns.

Like its predecessors -- public art 
such as murals, these works address 
the public rather than the art world 
elite. It is accessible like the street – 
this time we simply click on the 
computer.

Rachel Mayo
Editor
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Andy, you got to stop this 
IT IS TOO FUNNY!!  
I nearly shit myself

(Gorden Cohen)
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Andy u r the ultimate artist. u don't only 
create stuff. u create great momentum, 
moments which r absolutely un4getable. 
thanks.
(Sophie Rodriguez)
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U made my day. As if I was reading these 
stupid gary larson's humour books. 
I’m really disturb of that weird swan thing.
(Ricky Sison)
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You're really wacky!!
(Waling Waling G. Ebro)
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FUCKING 
PRICELESS!!!!!!!!HHAHAHHAHHHAHAHHA
HAHAHAHHAAAA!!!!!!!!
i.. CAN .'T .,, TYPE ANY MMORE....OH MY 
STOMACH HURTSS...
PRICELESS
Thank you soo much!
DEEP!! hhhwhahahah!
(Fucko)
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I don't think you're going crazy. 
I think you need to go to an AA 
meeting asap heh heh
(Ramon Zialcita)
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I greet and bow to thee, grand 
MASTER of creative party/concert 
photography!
(Lamma Gung)
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Your artworks tell you're such a happy person 
and you still have such child at heart.
(Amber Wong)
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Auf dieser WebSite ist ausschliesslich 
dummes Zeug zu finden. Einfach 
genial. Besser gehts nicht. Ein echtes 
Meisterwerk an Spass, Spannung und 
auch Abenteuer, besser geht´s nicht.
(Christian “Highpressure” Zoller)
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It's an honor, however dubious, to be linked 
from your site. I've been perplexed about 
how to tap into the high-quality 
demographic of walking stick afficionados, 
and this is indeed an answer to my prayers.
(Tom from radioio.com 70s)
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